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REPOTTING

 

STYLING

 

PINCHING 

Pine Multi Flush
Pine Single Flush
Juniper
Deciduous

Elongating 

Hemlock - probably should not pinch, let grow and prune.
Fir - always remove strongest apically, remove bud clusters
Yew - pinch before frond opens, save small portion of bud

Cryptomeria - must be pinched, not pruned.
Cedar - definitive nodes will produce new growth.
Hinoki - do not pinch.
Redwood - pinch early, pinch often.
Spruce - pinch before hardened off, still in ball.
Larch - if it is hot, do not pinch.  Prune later.

This calendar is not meant to be a definitive outline of tree care.  Remember that light and temperature drive the appropriate responses.  Always be aware of species specific 
information.  And, most importantly, always consider the needs of each tree and what it is you want to accomplish.

OCT

i.e. Quince

JUN

February thru May.  Pinching is for strength and growth management
Do not pinch multi-flush pine.
Do not pinch single-flush pine in development.  Do pinch single-flush pine in refinement as candles emerge to maintain outline.
Only scale juniper can be pinched.
Some deciduous trees are pinched as they bud (i.e. maple). Refer to species specific information.

See individual species indicators.

APR

#4
#5

#1 Normally, repotting takes place March thru mid-Aril after the weather shows no chance of a freeze.  But, repotting can take place as 
early as January if the tree is protected from wind and cold.  A heating pad or greenhouse would be necessary.

See Species Specific Information

JUL

#2 Some species can be successfully repotted September thru mid-October (i.e. crabapple, quince) or for the extreme health of the 
plant.  Elongating species must be repotted exactly right.  If potted later, will not show growth next year.  Use species specific indicators 
for when to start repotting and when to stop repotting.

#1 #2

#1 January thru March is best for heavy manipulation of juniper.
#2 April thru May, don't touch juniper.
#3 September thru mid-October is the ideal time for styling of all species
#4 Mid-October thru December, with protection, work can be done on multi-flush pine.  Otherwise, no major work 4-6 weeks before 
major freeze.
#5 February through May is the time to use "clip and grow" method of styling on deciduous and evergreen, being aware of restrictions 
for fruit and flowering species.

#3

SEP

#1
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PRUNING  

Juniper #2

Elongating

Pine Multi Flush #1 xxxxx xxxxx
#3

Pine Single Flush

#3 Late July. Pruning field grown trees for length 

#1 February thru April. Time to prune primary structure, severe structural work.  It is just prior to movement of resources do not touch 
the foliage.  No styling. Cambium separates too easily. 
#2 May. Reduce living veins and deadwood.
#3 June and July. Maybe pruning.

#1 #2 #3
Use for general pruning. Refer to species specific information.

Every year we experience an arctic freeze in the 2nd to 3rd week in November. So, stop pruning 4-6 weeks before freeze to allow tree to 
protect itself from cold.  This is the time when plant antifreeze is moved into vacuoles (sugar, carbohydrates, salts, photosynthesis).

#1 Prune, but no styling June thru August.

#1 June and July. In development, pruning for a single-flush pine is shoot selection. After the needles have hardened off, reduce the new 
buds to two.  (In refinement, we pinch.)

#1 June and July. First pruning, allow to grow and harden off, then prune, leaving about 1/8" of the candle. 
     X's indicate early candle pruning and late candle pruning.  Early pruning of candles gets less back budding but finer branches.  
     Later candle pruning gets more back budding but more coarse branches.
#2 Early to mid-October. Second pruning is for bud selection, generally reducing the new buds to two each.  At this time, we also do 
needle plucking.

#2

#4

#4 August to mid-October. Maintenance of growth, redistribution of strength, and styling.  Remove undersized growth, crotch growth, 
and leggy interior growth. Prune strong elongating shoots.

#1

#2 Prune with styling September thru mid-October.
#3 Danger, stop pruning/styling mid-October thru November

#1 #3

#1 Mid-July thru August.  Reduce elongating shoots back to shape of desired silhouette as long as strong secondary shoot exists.  This 
puts energy into secondary growth to produce tertiary growth.  Clean interior: spent needles, crotches and branch undersides.
#2 Mid-October thru November.  Yew late fall pruning.
Hinoki - must prune, not pinch.  Pruning can take place 1 to 2 times a year.  Cut way back to leave just a small frond.  It will grow new 
frond.  Cut off vertical.  Sometimes, cut off outside pieces.  Use the inside pieces.

#1

Cryptomeria - must be pinched.
Spruce - prune after hardened off.
Fir - always remove strongest apically. Remove bud clusters.
Hemlock - prune once a year, after letting it grow.  Do not pinch.

#2
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FERTILIZING

For Development Of:
Most Species

For Refinement Of:
Pine Multi Flush

Pine Single Flush short needle

Pine Single Flush long needle

Elongating

Deciduous

General Application:
1st application heavy dose
2nd application medium dose

At 1st sign of growth… 
(See species specific exceptions)

Schedule for Fertilizer:

#1

Heavy Dose = Heaping Tablespoon (12-15 Biogold)
Medium Dose = Level Tablespoon (8 to 10 Biogold)
Light Dose = 3/4 Tablespoon (6 Biogold)

Form piles so as to not salt the plant.
With each application, change locations
Adjust to szie of pot.

#1

#2 September thru November.  Fall fertilization begins once new shoots harden off.

#2

#1 September thru November.  Fall fertilizer begins once new shoots harden off.
#1

#1

Full fertilization Spring thru Fall:  1st year/stage = rebuild roots.  2nd year/stage = expand foliage mass. 3rd year/stage = drive budback 
or start refinement.  This is the ideal schedule.  If need be, go to the year/stage in which you evaluate your tree to be and proceed.

#1 March thru November.  Short needle pines have genetically short needles, so they can be fertilized Spring thru Fall.  Consideration is 
in managing strength and growth.

1st application heavy dose

For Development

2-3 applications Fertilize in Portland 2-3 applications

#1 Mid-September thru November.  No heavy fertilizer in Spring.  Then fertilize after first portion of Fall.
#1

#1 March thru May.  Spring fertilization stops four weeks before candle cutting.

Fertilizer should match age of tree:  heavy for young, less for mature (refined), and less still for old.  Too much fertilizer can produce juvenile foliage

Unrefined Tree = 4 week schedule (shown above)
Refined Tree = 6 week schedule
Old Tree = 8 week schedule

2nd application heavy dose
3rd application moderate to light 

dose

Light
Light

Light If 3rd application, very light dose

Fall fertilizer is the most important time to fertilize. After slight dormancy of late summer, it builds up energy rather than grow roots or foliage.
Adjust fertilizer to accomplish your goal:  growth, maintenance, refinement.

#1 March thru November. Fertilize full strenght every 4 weeks.
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